Preclinical Experimental and Mathematical Approaches for Assessing Effective Doses of Inhaled Drugs, Using Mometasone to Support Human Dose Predictions.
Understanding the relationship between dose, lung exposure, and drug efficacy continues to be a challenging aspect of inhaled drug development. An experimental inhalation platform was developed using mometasone furoate to link rodent lung exposure to its in vivo pharmacodynamic (PD) effects. We assessed the effect of mometasone delivered directly to the lung in two different rodent PD models of lung inflammation. The data obtained were used to develop and evaluate a mathematical model to estimate drug dissolution, transport, distribution, and efficacy, following inhaled delivery in rodents and humans. Mometasone directly delivered to the lung, in both LPS and Alternaria alternata rat models, resulted in dose dependent inhibition of BALf cellular inflammation. The parameters for our mathematical model were calibrated to describe the observed lung and systemic exposure profiles of mometasone in humans and in animal models. We found that physicochemical properties, such as lung fluid solubility and lipophilicity, strongly influenced compound distribution and lung retention. Presently, we report on a novel and sophisticated mathematical model leading to improvements in a current inhaled drug development practices by providing a quantitative understanding of the relationship between PD effects and drug concentration in lungs.